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Present 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 
  
Will and Lisa - from Found 
  
Concerns: 
  
xxxxx 
1.Capacity - 12,000 or 15,000 
  
xxxxx 
 
1.Dispersal internally 
  
2.Dispersal: scope for public order, request for more police presence 
  
3.Parking issues 
  
  
Will 

1. Plans for the year ahead 
Agree consistent communication with CLARA needed earlier than March, when app goes in 

  
2. Sat 5 Aug and Sun 6 Aug (Sunday lower capacity) 
3. Capacity - 15k (but expecting less) Saturday, Sunday 10k (expecting less) - same licence 
4. Olympic Park event last Sept - 10,800 
5. No one stays overnight 
6. Sunday different event/theme/audience, still 25 and over. More UK based music. 
7. Saturday - 35 and over average customer. Soul music orientated. American based. All house 

and soul. 
8. Sunday - close at 9pm, Saturday close at 10pm 
9. Saturday last year - problem with bars 
10. Overall application to Parks would be made. Got a 6 month agreement to notify council 

before event. 
11. Health and Safety application to submit 3 March. 
12. Once these applications received, first SAG, and discussions with residents, only then to send 

application in. 
13. CLARA criticised for having meeting night before hearing. At hearing, it came across that 

certain elements had been agreed, but in fact, it was only discussion. 
14. Residents will still be objecting to application, but at least it can go ahead with improvements. 

  
Egress 

CLARA felt strongly about this 
Road closure to be in place until 11.30pm, can be lifted when bulk gone. 
Xxxxx asked that their road be closed until way later so taxis couldn’t be parked in their road. 



Will working on traffic management plan. 
  
Car parks to be opened to general admission payers, between 500 and 1000 spaces in Snakes Lane. 
Previous year only 129 spaces. 
  
New traffic management company being employed, more stewards done Snakes Lane 
More lighting along Snakes Lane. 
Snakes Lane privately owned by Barclays Home Developmental group. 
  
xxxxx - recommends more car parking to be established from M25 direction, eg. Bear Grylls car park 
  
xxxxx - requested that a really big sign advertising which direction and how far to each of 
surrounding stations. Lisa agreed can do that on site. 
  
Toilets - on way out and way in 
Will - more toilets being brought in, including 6 bank urinals. Herron fencing to section it off from 
public so cannot see them 
  
Park Café - ask them to do external catering. Not to be open at end of event though. 
  
Lisa - working with British Transport Police, to open platform stations, Cockfosters and Hadley 
Wood. Last year, gates had to be closed a couple of times, caused problems with crowd feeling 
hemmed in. 
  
xxxxx - advised that if train is full at Cockfosters, it will be full at Oakwood, recommended trains to 
start from Oakwood. Lisa obtaining information as to numbers of people using each station. 
xxxxx - suggested TFL putting on extra buses 
  
xxxxx - queried whether traffic and people management can be kept separate. 
  
Police Presence 
Residents only saw 6 officers sitting in a police van drinking coffee! 
  
Will - last year 2 sergeants, 12 police officers. These were separate from British transport police. 
  
This year, seeking 18 police and 3 sergeants to be there all day. 
  
Request for presence inside and outside, CLARA and Found agree. 
  
Police position (Inspector Sharon McHugh) - not to police but to intervene, but to have full 
uniformed police to act as a deterrent. 
  
Request from CLARA for police to patrol along chalk lane from Cat Hill to Mount Pxxx. 
  
  
Noise Management - Vanguardia 
New noise company used at the 11th hour for Trent Park and again for last event of the year at QE 
stadium.  
Will develop policy as well as manage on day. 
Cameras to be installed which will show noise monitoring throughout the day. xxxxx advised can put 
camera on his house. 



CCTV available on big plasma screen 
Same for noise monitoring. 
Cameras around site. Reports back to one system so can see sound levels throughout the day. will 
be able to identify if any issues. Satellite connection installed, 3G links very poor last year. 
Can identify to better control which sound from which stage the noise is being emitted. 
  
  
Bars 
No token system 
Only cash/card/contactless 
Previous problem of wristband RFID system. Prepayment for drink. 
  
  
Water  
Huge water points available free of charge. Non contaminated.  
6 taps per unit 
  
All catering units to sell water and soft drink. 
  
Security to be escalated due to cash being 
  
  
Monday bin collection. Put out by residents on Sunday night as collected on Monday at 7am.  
Matt - to ask to review day or time of collection 
  
Security confiscated medicine and sunscreen. Sunscreen will be available on site at the welfare 
centre. 
Unless sealed bottle. Discussing with health and safety company. 
Doctors note required to accompany normal medication. Same procedure as airports. 
  
  
Tickets to stipulate about no ticket, no parking. No doctors note, no medicine. 
  
Will - propose meet again end of Feb or let him complete plans for 6 March and to discuss plans 
with CLARA after. 
  


